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Abstract—As the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm is
maturing, innovative, and novel services are being envisioned.
An upcoming trend is the depiction of services enacted through
seamless integration of multiple vertical IoT services, termed as
cross-vertical or unified IoT services in this paper. Traditional
Cloud-based centralized network architectures cannot cater to
real-time responses demanded by such unified IoT applications.
Moreover, introducing Fog nodes within the network architecture, though a promising alternative, cannot sustain the burden
of a huge number of applications that culminates in massive
data handling. In this paper, we envision employing lessons
learned from context-aware computing, specifically context sharing among interdependent vertical IoT applications to address
this delay requirement of such unified IoT applications by enacting context sharing among Fog nodes for minimizing system
delay. The detailed network model and context sharing mechanism have been presented and the service time minimization has
been framed as an optimization problem. Algorithms for context
sharing and delay tolerant load balancing have been presented
and simulation results carried out demonstrate the efficacy of
the proposed methodology.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, context sharing, cross-vertical
Internet of Things (IoT) applications, delay tolerant load balancer, fog computing, IoT, service delay.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging conglomeration of information and communications technology and
related technologies, where billions of devices and things are
interconnected toward enabling a variety of intelligent applications, such as, smart city and homes, transportation, logistics,
healthcare, industries, and so on [1], [2]. However, the next
achievement in the landscape of IoT is the remarkable transformation of such applications to cross-vertical applications and
services [3]–[6]. Cross-vertical IoT applications are also term
as cross-domain IoT applications. Cross-vertical applications
are the integration of various solo IoT applications domains.
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For instance, collaboration of smart grid and intelligent home
can unlock new business models for IoT and transform IoT
business processes. In a smart city for instance, a full service
like traffic management is achieved by combining separate
vertical services, like parking monitoring, road status, traffic guidance, and so forth. Similarly, the potential for energy
savings and optimization across a city can be realized by
aggregating and analyzing data across various buildings, heating ventilation and air conditioning, car charging stations, and
other lighting devices. Thus, the design of the cross-vertical
applications is needed to materialize such holistic smart IoT
systems.
A significant part in the realization of cross-vertical applications is interoperability between their discrete communication
protocols and network infrastructures [7] to share data and
their context. However, interoperability between different IoT
applications can be implemented at various levels of the protocol stack and at diverse places in an end-to-end solution.
For instance, at higher level of network, mainly semantic
ontologies can be implemented to transfer the requested data
across different applications and domains [8]. An alternative
approach is to implement data transfers at the network level,
at the point of data aggregation itself, like at the IoT gateways or in the Cloud [5]. However, Soursos et al. [5] have
focused on interoperability at lower levels of network where
data are gathered. IoT devices transfer raw data to the Cloud
for their analyses and storage. Thus, the Cloud is a collection point of IoT data, irrespective of their communication
protocols. Cloud can derive meaningful insights from data as
well as from different context instances using context-aware
computing [9]. Additionally, the Cloud stores insights and context instances for realization of cross-domain applications. For
instance, Feel@Home [8] is a project that employs context
management framework for enabling cross domain IoT applications by sharing context instances. Moreover, upon queries
from other applications in any domain, an application of other
domains can share its context instances. Context means the
information that can characterize different situations of an
entity with respect to their dependable entity. An entity can
be a person, place, or things that have relevant interaction and
dependency with other entity of different applications. This
definition is widely used by researchers to ascertain context
from IoT data. Each learned context or information can be
termed as a context instance. Context instances can be produced by processing of raw data. Interoperability issues are
not relevant here because data are at the same place and are
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already converted into a uniform format, which is needed to
be shared. However, sharing of insights or context information
should be achieved in real-time to meet the quality of service
(QoS) of cross-domain applications. Thus, Cloud computing
is not suitable for providing such services in real-time for
massive IoT data [11]. As a consequence, we focus on Fog
computing infrastructure for cross-vertical applications which
is expected as a next-generation technology to analyze IoT
data locally and provide real-time services efficiently.
For providing cross-domain services, Fog nodes can act as
an interface between discrete IoT applications where all data
are gathered and are orchestrated between different applications. Also, since Fog computing is a distributed network
infrastructure, the orchestrated system will expectedly be more
reliable and efficient in terms of QoS. Thus, Fog computing
offers a promising solution owing to its low latency for realizing interoperability between different applications in real-time
and at the very point of data accumulation, irrespective of
any communication protocols and format. The applications at
each Fog node can share the context instances among different
Fog nodes and applications upon request by other applications.
However, IoT devices delivering extensive data to Fog nodes
can increase the overhead at the Fog nodes, since Fog nodes
are limited by their computational capabilities. Therefore, an
efficient mechanism is necessary to control the massive data
flow and provide cross-domain applications. However, past
researchers have not addressed realization of cross-domain IoT
applications using Fog computing. Therefore, we present the
realization of cross-domain applications using Fog computing
in this paper. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is a first
of its kind work considering the implementation of the crossdomain applications using Fog computing and context-aware
computing.
In this proposal, the Fog nodes receives data from any
applications as different contexts and sent to Cloud for
historical analyses and storage. Context generation handles
massive data challenges at Fog nodes by keeping only context instances. Second, context instances can be of immense
help to realize cross-domain services. The point in realizing
cross-domain services is to share their different context information periodically from sensors already set up for different
applications. Therefore, our proposed approach provides an
efficient methodology to achieve cross-domain services by
context sharing using Fog computing irrespective of communication protocols. Additionally, we optimize the delay of
context sharing time among Fog nodes in this paper. Therefore,
our proposed method is a first-of-its-kind attempt to design
efficient cross-vertical IoT applications or unified IoT services
and minimize the delay for the operating time in the system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the related work with intuitive reasoning of
our proposal. The definition of cross-domain, unified services
and the role of context sharing are introduced in Section III
along with relevant examples and a generalized service model
for context sharing with Fog computing is also presented.
Section IV describes our proposed method for efficient sharing
of context instances between different applications and among
Fog nodes. Section V discusses the experiments carried out
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with analyses of results attained thereof for the minimization
of operating time using context sharing among Fog nodes.
Finally, the concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section provides a brief outline of the relevant technological developments in areas related to this paper. All such
background information have been organized in the subsequent
three sections.
A. Context-Aware Cross-Domain IoT Applications
IoT is a paradigm where things like, any objects or devices,
besides the users, can also be connected to the Internet,
and they can communicate with each other seamlessly using
any communication platform. The vision of IoT is interdisciplinary in nature and hence while defining IoT, authors
have given utmost emphasis to realization of cross domain
interactions of IoT applications. Cross-domain IoT applications is an essential concept for realization of IoT. Besides,
it is one of the foremost differences between wireless sensor networks and the IoT. Wireless sensor networks generally
deal only with a fixed domain. However, IoT requires the
capability to work with multiple domains. Interoperability is
the main issue in realizing cross domain IoT applications.
Interoperability issue can be overcome by sharing of context in Cloud computing [5]. Context-aware computing has
played a major role over the last decade in ubiquitous computing domain and is expected to play a significant role for
IoT paradigm as well [9]. Perera et al. [9] have presented a
large majority of research and commercial solutions proposed
in the field of context-aware computing conducted over the
last decade by considering 50 different projects. Most of
these projects are modeled with context-aware middleware
containing different modules for context management, and
these modules follow a general rule which is the context
lifecycle. Li et al. [12] presented a general context lifecycle (which defines the time period from its obtainment to
destruction) that is demarcated by six major events, including context acquisition, context modeling, context reasoning,
context distribution, context repository, and context visualization. Kamienski et al. [13] developed a project, namely
IMPReSS for context-aware energy efficiency management
for smart buildings. Very recently Fallahzadeh et al. [14]
proposed a context-aware system design for remote health
monitoring.
All such solutions have employed middleware to enable
context sharing for realization of cross domain IoT applications. However, such solutions are applicable for a limited
number of applications and not for holistic systems such as
IoT. Therefore, there is need of context sharing at lower level
of network where data are gathered. So, any applications from
any domain can query for context instances. Such holistic
systems can be enabled by emerging Cloud computing.
However, another challenge is the number of IoT devices.
As per a data given from CISCO, by 2020, 50 billion devices
will be connected to the Internet [15], which in turn will
generate humongous amount of data. To store and process
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those data, to provide services and to cater to the needs of
people in real life, industrialists, entrepreneurs, and individuals primarily rely on the advancement of Cloud computing
paradigm. Some researchers have already proposed models
for integrating Cloud and IoT to address computation and
storage related deficiencies [16]. But for latency sensitive
IoT applications, use of Cloud becomes a problem [17]. Fog
computing is promising for the realization of cross-domain
IoT applications [18]. Therefore, this paper proposes a model
for cross-domain IoT applications by using context sharing
and Fog computing. However, Fog computing suffers from
many inherent challenges, such as limited network availability, network bandwidth, storage capacity, etc. The work related
to the limitation of Fog computing is provided in the following
section.
B. Fog Computing
Fog computing, a revolutionary concept, acts as an
intermediate layer between end devices and traditional Cloud
computing offers highly virtualized platforms [19], [20]. Fog
was introduced as an infrastructure for distributed computing in order to handle millions of Internet-connected devices
and was proposed using principles of edge computing, where
services are hosted within edge devices, such as switches,
routers, and access points. Chang et al. [17] proposed a
hierarchical distributed architecture that extends from-theedge-of-the-network to the core and illustrated a few real life
applications of Fog computing with distinct role of Fog for IoT
and with insights of Fog–Cloud interactions. Sanaei et al. [21]
presented a mobile Fog computing-based programming model
that supports large-scale IoT applications for provisioning of
latency-sensitive and geographically dispersed applications.
Similarly, Bonomi et al. [19] highlighted the importance of
Fog computing and its role for IoT and analytics. Recently,
some research has assessed the use of Fog computing in different domains and its importance [22]–[24]. Lv et al. [22]
presented a detailed report on most promising and challenging scenarios in IoT, particularly focusing on three interrelated
obligations, namely, mobility, reliability, and scalability for
IoT scenarios. In [23], various different approaches for data-todecision with Fog computing paradigm at a superficial level.
Tang et al. [24] investigated different computing platforms for
the feasibility of building a highly reliable and fault-tolerant
Fog computing platform. Recently, researchers have focused
on resource allocation in Fog computing platforms and sufficient amount of work has also been presented in [25]–[27]. A
few researchers have also explored security and privacy aspects
of Fog computing [28]–[30]. Yousefpour et al. [31], [32] have
proposed models for minimization of service delay. However,
they provide only a general framework for IoT applications
through Cloud and Fog collaboration by means of offloding
tasks from Fog to Cloud had been provided. Sharing of context instances among the Fog nodes was not dealt with in
those studies. Most of the works proposed on Fog computing
have primarily focused on the principles, basic notions, and
the doctrines of it and not much research has contributed to
more intricate aspects, like service delay of the Fog paradigm
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for context sharing among different domain or applications in
real time. Therefore, this paper focuses on the service delay
problem in Fog computing from the view point of context
sharing for the realization of cross-domain IoT applications.
III. C ROSS -D OMAIN I OT A PPLICATION AND
ROLE OF C ONTEXT S HARING
In this section, we present those aspects considered crucial
for the sustainable evolution of IoT landscape toward crossdomain interoperability, i.e., unified services of IoT. Later, we
shall present some application scenarios of unified IoT services. Additionally, this section discusses the role of context
sharing to realize unified IoT services.
A. Convergence of Vertical IoT Solutions
The current landscape of IoT is evolving around a plethora
of vertical solutions, each separately suited to a specific
scenario and development of specific protocol as required.
However, recent studies show the need for cross-domain or
cross-vertical IoT applications that can cover broader aspects
of our daily lives and provide more innovative services. Crossdomain or cross-vertical applications are seamless integration
of discrete vertical IoT solutions, such as smart homes, intelligent transport systems, smart grid, and so forth. We use the
term unified IoT services in this paper to convey such services
that are enacted through seamless integration of many vertical
IoT services. For example, the integration of smart grid and
intelligent transportation with devices in a smart home can
provide efficient energy management services. An innovative
unified IoT service can be developed such that a smart home
can estimate the arrival time of a user from office, thus adjust
the room temperature based on current weather conditions at
the user’s home upon his arrival and thus save energy for the
rest of the time. This service seamlessly integrates smart home
data, traffic data, weather data, and smart grid data. Similarly,
there can be other innovative examples of unified services like
smart mobility and urban ecological routing [3]–[6] and so on.
The development of unified IoT services highlight the
need for interoperability between communication and network
infrastructure of different IoT applications for efficient sharing of their sensing and actuation resources and data. The
first challenge in the realization of unified services is interoperability among discrete communication protocols of vertical
IoT applications. A standard communication protocol for the
entire IoT system is not feasible simply because of different characteristics of sensing environment and their respective
data formats. However, the accomplishment of cross-vertical
applications can occur at network level like data aggregation
point of IoT, such as the Cloud, which hosts all IoT applications. Devices transmit data to their respective IoT application
at the Cloud. The applications analyze the data and respond
back with appropriate control signals for actuation. However,
Cloud stores data from different IoT applications. So, it can
be possible that an application requests data from other IoT
applications in Cloud and Cloud network shares much of the
requested data to the application from storage. Further, the
application analyzes all the received data and can provide
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innovative unified IoT services. So, the Cloud can solve interoperability issues by sharing data among different applications.
However, sharing all the raw data among IoT applications can
be a burgeoning overhead in terms of communication and
computation required. Moreover, IoT applications need the
context and reasoning of IoT data for the realization of
cross-domain applications [3]. Therefore, IoT applications
can share the context of data among themselves. Recent
works [8], [9], [11] have discussed context-aware computing
in IoT which helps to characterize IoT data into different
events according to instantaneous environment conditions and
can help us to understand the raw sensor data through reasoning. It also helps in making a scalable and automatic decision
without human intervention. Thus, context-aware computing
generates different context instances. Context instances are the
detected events of an IoT application which occurs at specific
locations and at certain time instants. So, this paper has considered the sharing of context instances in spite of raw data
among the IoT applications. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this paper is first to use context instances sharing for the
realization of cross-domain IoT applications.
Moreover, the convergence and analysis of IoT data and
context instances for cross-domain applications need to be processed in real-time to obtain quality and reliable services. The
massive amount of IoT data at analytics network, i.e., at the
Cloud can increase service delay [33]. Thus, the Cloud cannot
provide real-time services and can degrade the QoS. Therefore,
this paper has considered Fog computing as a convergence
point for cross-domain applications. The Fog computing is a
distributed computing paradigm, unlike the centralized Cloud
computing, which makes it fault tolerant. Moreover, Fog computing holds promise of analyzing data locally and delivery
services in real-time. Hence, the emergence of Fog computing
paves the path for cross-domain IoT applications.
However, IoT devices may still deliver an enormous amount
of data to Fog nodes but from a confined locality only. The
analysis of massive amount of incoming data at a Fog node can
also lead to high latency. Additionally, moving an enormous
amount of IoT data between different vertical applications can
be another challenge for realizing the cross-domain applications. Therefore, the next section discusses the network model
of cross-domain applications using context sharing and Fog
computing. The following sections explain research challenges
in implementation of context sharing at Fog nodes.
B. Context Sharing
Schilit et al. [34] had coined the term context-awareness
in 1994, in connection with ubiquitous computing. Recently
a few researchers [35], [36] have considered context-aware
services for IoT and it is expected to play a significant role
in IoT as well. However, the definition of context is in itself
a research question. It has been defined in several ways but
we in this paper, define it for the purpose of this paper. This
paper has used the most comprehensive definition of context
as provided by Abowd et al. [37] and Dey et al. [38]. Context
is information that can characterize the different situations of
an entity with respect to their dependable entity. An entity
can be a person, place or things that have relevant interaction
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and dependency with other entity of different applications.
This definition is widely used by researchers to ascertain
context from IoT data. Each learned context or information
can be termed as a context instance. Context instances can
be produced by processing of raw data. Examples of context
instances include things state, profile, climate, taken actions,
etc. However, generation of context information is a welladdressed research problem; therefore, in this paper, we have
not included context instance generation in details. The context instances are used for providing unified IoT services
by sharing relevant data with services from other domains.
Applications provide services to actuators after analyzing different context instances from their dependent applications. In
this paper, Fog computing and context instance sharing are
applied for realizing unified IoT services. Before, discussing
our efficient method for realization of unified IoT services, the
assumed network model for unified services is introduced in
the following section.
IV. A SSUMED N ETWORK M ODEL AND
P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In this section, we introduce the network configuration of
unified IoT services. In this model, Fog computing and context
instance sharing is employed for realizing efficient unified IoT
services with QoS. In addition, a few examples are discussed
to demonstrate the functioning of the given model and also to
highlight a few challenges for context-aware Fog computing.
A. Network Model for Unified IoT Services
We focus on efficient context sharing among Fog nodes,
in order to realize the cross-domain or unified IoT services.
The assumed network model comprises of numerous sensors attached to various things and a few Fog nodes that
collect data from these sensors. Additionally, Fog nodes are
also interconnected to each other through a cellular network.
Hence, Fog computing can also be termed as mobile edge
computing in this paper where such nodes can also be considered as base stations. However, this paper has used the
term Fog node throughout this paper to mean the same. The
system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Fog nodes collect data
simultaneously from these devices within their locality using
their respective communication protocols. Data are delivered
to their respective applications deployed at Fog nodes. Each
application processes these raw data through several levels in
order to produce a high-level description of the environment
with discrete semantic states, known as contexts [39]. These
discrete states are termed as context instances in this paper.
Each Fog node is endowed with context management capability and comprises of different context engines associated
with each application. However, current context management
engines and in Iot are implemented within their own domain
and maintains its own user data and users, which does not promote the unified IoT services. Therefore, our proposed method
considers context sharing between different vertical IoT applications such that it can realize scalable and innovative services.
The context management unit is responsible for sharing the
context instances. Context instances can be shared between
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Fig. 1.

Cross-domain system architecture.

Fig. 2.

Network model for context management.

dependent applications only. The dependent applications can
reside in same Fog node or at different Fog nodes, thus making
context instances sharable. Without loss generality, we consider that all Fog nodes are reachable from each other. Context
manager broadcasts the request of each application to other
Fog nodes periodically. Each context manager has knowledge

about dependent applications. The dependent applications at
each Fog node respond back with their generated context
instances within a predefined time interval. After analyzing
all context instances, the applications deliver services to
actuators and users. Fig. 2 shows the aforesaid network
model.
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In this network model, we consider the connected cellular
network of Fog nodes as shown in Fig. 2, as an undirected
graph G = (k, L) where k is the set of connected Fog nodes
and L represents the links between those nodes. Each Fog node
has a set of applications which are denoted by A. An application j ∈ A generates a set of context instances periodically.
The set of such context instances is denoted as C. The details
pertaining to context switching and management is explained
in Section V. For sharing of context between Fog nodes, we
assume that the number of subcarriers is fixed, say Sn. We fix
the number of the subcarriers in order to maintain the quality of other services, like data delivery or sending a control
signal to actuators. Without loss of generality, all Fog nodes
have the same number of subcarriers with the same bandwidth
and same data rate. Moreover, it is assumed that the arrival
of context happens randomly as a Poisson process [40]. For
the convenience of readers, the major notations mentioned till
now and to be used later are listed in Table I.
Our assumed network model utilizes Fog computing as a
promising technology for realizing the cross-domain applications through context sharing. However, the main service
requirement of Fog computing is to share context in real-time
with allowable delay while having limited computation capabilities, unlike Cloud computing. The dynamic behavior of
IoT applications and devices can create the delay problem.
For example, the accumulation of IoT devices at a single
Fog node can overload the resources at that node. Hence,
such issues faced by context sharing approach in Fog node
should be focused upon. Therefore, the next section introduces the problem statement related to context sharing in Fog
computing.
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TABLE I
L IST OF N OTATIONS

B. Problem Statement
The service requirement of context sharing in Fog is to provide with low service delay. It can be more challenging for
real-time IoT applications. However, Fog computing has low
latency since it brings the Cloud capabilities at the edge of
the network. Nevertheless, Fog is not always delay-aware or
latency-aware because of the dynamic behavior of IoT devices.
For example, many devices data may be aggregated within a
Fog node thus overloading the resources therein. However,
another Fog node might not be as stressed at that instant.
The congested node can thus deliver delayed services and
can worsen its situation further. Therefore, context sharing
should be effectively designed to reduce such kind of delays.
Low service delay can be achieved if the delay in communication (transmission delay) amongst sharing Fog nodes are
reduced and also if the time taken for processing these context instances from different Fog nodes (processing delay) is
minimized. Existing literature have neither considered context sharing in IoT devices nor have they studied context
sharing using Fog computing. The objective of this paper is
to minimize overall service delay for deployment of unified
IoT services by context sharing using Fog computing. Our
proposed approach is reducing transmission delay and processing delay simultaneously rather than focusing on them
separately.

The transmission and processing delay can be reduced by
limiting the maximum number of context instances residing at
each Fog node. Cmax denotes the maximum number of context instances at a Fog node. Limiting the number of context
instances can have two advantages: first, it minimizes the processing delay by limiting the number of context instances as
per computation capability (servicing rate); second, it can manage the storage capacity of Fog node which is also limited.
However, this paper does not focus on minimization of storage capacity. An efficient algorithm for context sharing and
balancing the number of context instances if it crosses the
maximum number of context instances can minimize the transmission delay. Such an efficient method for context sharing
across Fog nodes while considering its limitations is proposed
in the next section.
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V. S MART C ONTEXT S HARING M ODEL FOR
E NABLING U NIFIED I OT S ERVICES
To solve the aforesaid problem, a new and efficient method
is needed to enable unified IoT services by sharing contexts
of different applications using Fog computing. In this vein,
this section presents a smart context sharing (SCS) algorithm.
Furthermore, our algorithm improves the service delay during
context sharing among Fog nodes, which helps in realization of real-time,cross-domain IoT services. The details of our
proposal are explained in the next section.
A. Proposed Smart Context Sharing Model
The proposed model aims at transmitting context instances
from different applications residing at various Fog nodes to
requested applications in another Fog node. In our proposed
approach, applications at each Fog node generate context
instances periodically. Generation of context instances is a
well-known approach; whereas sharing the context of the heterogeneous IoT applications is yet a novel one. Therefore, we
have not focused on the generation of context instances. Let
the context instances generated by Fog node k and application j is Cijk . The context manager will prioritize all context
instances of different IoT applications as per their QoS requirement such as delay criticality or delay tolerance. Without loss
of generality, we are presenting the algorithm of our approach
from the viewpoint of a Fog node. It can be a model for other
Fog nodes similarly. A Fog node broadcasts context requests
for instances by an application periodically. After receiving
the broadcast message, each Fog node within the range of
the broadcasting node responds with the context instances.
The applications dependent on the requesting application share
the context instances only.
As we observed in the previous section, the maximum
number of context instances residing at a Fog node is limited, i.e., Cmax . Therefore, the incoming number of context
instances (NIC ) and existing number of context instances
(Ctotal ) should not exceed Cmax . If it is less than Cmax , the
broadcasting Fog node will accept all the incoming context
instances, otherwise the exceeding context instances should
migrate to another nearby free Fog node and this process
is termed as balancing of context instances which has been
shown in Algorithm 2.
The event of surpassing the limit of Cmax can be termed
as congestion for a context instance. The context manager
migrates the exceeding context instances based on a priority decided ahead of time. The context manager finds the
closest free node which can accommodate the extra context instances and can thus migrate NTC such instances to
the closest node. The algorithm of our proposal is shown
in Algorithm 1. The notations and the comments of conditions
of Algorithms 1 and 2 are also shown in Table I.
However, our objective is to provide an efficient method for
context sharing. The service delay depends on the maximum
number of context instances at each Fog node. Service delay
can be optimized if the Cmax value is optimal and thus the
service delay is a function of Cmax . Because of this, the main
idea behind our proposal is to find an optimal value of Cmax

Algorithm 1: SCS Algorithm
Begin
Generate different context instances from the different
services of every application at each Fog node. Prioritize
the context instances as per IoT applications QoS
requirement
@Sender site each:
for Fog node do
NeighborList:= Collect all neighbor Fog node info
within range.
@Repeat
@Sender:
for each Fog node do
CMax = Random(Max1,Max2)
if (AppCtotal < AppCMin ) then
Broadcast (SenderId, “msg: request for required
context instance”,NeighborList)
end if
end for
@All Receiver site:
Check for availability of requesting contexts instances
and send the number of instances (nc) of requested type
Send(SenderId, nc, ReceiverId);
@Sender site:
t=delay tolerance of an application;
while t <= (resTime+commTime do
Ctotal = SUMMATION nc from all Receivers.
end while
if (Ctotal +NA ) > CMax then
Cextra =( Ctotal + NA )-CMax
if Ctotal < NA then
Process the Application contexts
else
Cextra = (Ctotal +NIC ) CMax
DelayTolerantLoadBalancing(NodeId, NeighborList ,
Cextra)
Migrate Cextra context instances to neighbor Fog
nodes
Ctotal = Ctotal +NIC
end if
Broadcast (SenderId, msg: ready to receive contexts,
NeighborList)
@All Receiver site: —————
for all node : NeighborList do
if available then
Send(SenderId, ContextList, ReceiverId);
end if
end for
@Sender site:
t=0;
while (t<=(resTime+commTime)) do
Receive(contextList, senderId, receiverId );
NIC =count(contextList);
Ctotal =Ctotal +NIC ;
t=t+1;
end while
else
Balance the Fognode(Cextra )
end if
Until the ‘t’ time units are finished
end for

in order to optimize the service delay of context sharing. In
mathematical terms, this is reduced by solving an optimization
problem. The service delay in our proposal depends on three
variables, namely transmission time of context instances to
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Algorithm 2: DelayTolerantLoadBalancer
NeighborList, Cextra)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:

(NodeId,

Begin
@Sender site:
for all node : NeighborList do
NeighborList .Capacity=node.Cmax - node.NA
end for
while (Cextra > 0) do
closestNode= minDistance(NeighborList)
for all App:SenderNode do
if (App.delayTolerance = 2) then
MigAppList. Add(App)
end if
end for
if (MigAppList is NOT NULL) then
for all App: MigAppList with
RL-MinTime(MigAppList) do
if (App = closestNode.App AND Cextra > 0) then
if (closestNode.Capacity > closestNode.Capacity )
then
Migrate(App, App.Capacity, closestNodeId)
Cextra= Cextra - App.Capacity
else
Migrate(App, closestNode.Capacity,
closestNodeId)
Cextra= Cextra - closestNode.Capacity
end if
end if
end for
else
for all App: SenderNode do
if (App.delayTolerance = 1) then
MigAppList. Add(App)
end if
end for
if (MigAppList is NOTNULL) then
for all App: MigAppList with
RL-MinTime(MigAppList) do
if (App = closestNode.App AND Cextra >0) then
if (closestNode.Capacity >
closestNode.Capacity) then
Migrate(App, App.Capacity, closestNodeId)
Cextra = Cextra - App.Capacity
else
Migrate(App, closestNode.Capacity,
closestNodeId)
Cextra = Cextra - closestNode.Capacity
end if
end if
end for
else
Msg(Contexts cant be migratedİ)
end if
end if
end while
end
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The initial step is to formulate transmission time, migration
time, and processing time that are, Tctr , TM , and TP , in order
to write final objective function.
The transmission time depends on the number of incoming
context instances from different participating Fog nodes and
the transmission time of each context instance. Therefore, the
transmission time can be enumerated using
Tctr =

Np


kr
NIC × tTr

where Np is the number of participating node, NIC is the number of incoming instance from each participating Fog node,
and tTr is the transmission time of a context instance from participating node to broadcasting node. However, our proposed
approach has considered a Poisson arrival rate for incoming
context instances.
Moreover, the incoming context instances are affected
by delayed context instances due to delay in their arrival.
Therefore, at time t, the number of context instances can be
expressed as
k
= λt − λdk = λ(t − dk )
NIC

TS = Tctr + TM + TP .

(1)

(3)

where λ is the arrival rate of context instances from a node,
t is the observation time, and dk is the communication delay.
To the best of our knowledge, no literature has incorporated
the arrival rate of context instances and despite all efforts,
the authors could not provide values of arrival rate based on
concrete data. Therefore, a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
has been employed for estimating the arrival rate of context
instances. The MCS approach is used for visualization of the
actual process and random behavior of systems in a welldesigned way [39]. This approach is used to find the number
of time an event happens within a defined mission time. In this
paper, MCS is chosen to estimate the arrival rate by integrating
the probability density function of context instances which has
been assumed to be a Poisson process. The value of λ can be
obtained by (8)
f (t) = λ exp−λt
 t
F(t) =
f (t)dt
0 t
F(t) =
λ exp−λt dt

(4)
(5)
(6)

0

F(t) = 1 − exp−λt
λ = −(ln(1 − F(t)))/t.

(7)
(8)

Using MCS, the value of 1-F(t) can be randomly generated.
λ = −(ln α1 )/t
α1 = 1 − F(t).

the broadcasting node (Tctr ), the migration time of context
instances to other nodes during congestion (TM ), and the
processing delay (TP ). Our proposal has considered both
computation and communication delay. We can say that average service delay can be optimized by optimizing below
formulas

(2)

k=0

(9)
(10)

Once arrival rate is determined using MCS approach, the
number of incoming context instances without delay can be
estimated. However, the delay can happen due to network
congestion or packet loss due to high signal-to-noise ratio.
Therefore, the number of delayed context instances can be
found based on
Lik
(11)
dk =
Sn × C
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where dk is the communication delay, Sn is the number of
subcarriers available for context instance transmission, and
Lik is the size of context instances. However, channel capacity depends on different parameters but we have employed
the Shannon–Hartley theorem [41] to estimate the channel
capacity between Fog nodes


S
.
(12)
C = B log2 1 +
N
Here, B is the bandwidth of the channel in Hertz, S is the
average received signal power over the bandwidth, and N is
the average noise and interference over the bandwidth. We
have used the predefined value these parameters suitable for
cellular networks. Substituting the value of C from (12) in
(11), the delay in transmission of context instances can be
found. The communication delay (dk ) value and value of λ are
substituted in (3) to estimate the number of incoming context
instances. The number of incoming instances and transmission
time of a context instance are substituted in (2) from (3) and
(13), respectively, in order to estimate all context instances
transmission time from broadcasting Fog nodes
dkr
(13)
tTr =
Y
where dkr is the distance between the broadcasting Fog node
k and receiving Fog node r and Y is the propagation speed
in wireless medium. Next, we need to formulate the migration delay of congested context instances. Congested context
instances are extra instance which is NTC . The migration time
is defined
Nm 


k
ks
R
RS
NTC
(14)
× tTr
+ NTC
× tTr
TM =
k=1
R and N k
where Nm is the number of participating nodes, NTC
TC
are the number of context instances migrated from participatks is
ing nodes and broadcasting nodes, respectively. Also, tTr
the transmission delay between the broadcasting node and its
Rs is the delay between the participating
closest node and tTr
node and its closest node. However, as per our assumption,
transmission time between all Fog node is the same, i.e., tTr .
Therefore, (14) can be written as
Nm 


k
R
NTC
(15)
× tTr + NTC
× tTr .
TM =
k=1

The value of NTc needs to be estimated for calculating migration time. The number of migrating context instances is the
difference between the incoming and available context instance
at a Fog node k. Therefore,
k
k
NTC = NIC
− Cmax

(16)

k
is the
where NIC can be calculated from (3) and Cmax
optimal value which will be estimated later. The value
of NIC from (16) and value of tTr from (13) can be
substituted in (15) to estimate the migration time of context
instances.
Thereafter, we need to estimate the processing time at each
Fog node. The formulation of processing delay is as follows:
1
(17)
Tp =
k
(μ(t) − λ(t)) × NIC


ln(1 − F  (t))
(18)
μ=−
t

1 − F (t) = α2
(19)
ln α2
μ=−
(20)
t
ln α1
.
(21)
λ=−
t
μ(t) is the service rate function at t of a Fog node, which
is calculated similar to an arrival rate using Poisson process
and MCS. Substituting the value from (20) and (21) in (17),
the value of processing time can be estimated. Equations (2),
(15), and (17) give the required values of transmission delay,
migration delay, and processing delay, respectively. The objective function to minimize the service delay of context sharing
is written below with its constraints
minimize Ts = Tctr + TM + Tp
k
k
s.t. NAk + NIC
≤ Cmax
k
S
NTC
+ NAS ≤ Cmax
k
S
Cmax
, Cmax
>0

(22)

k
where NAk is the available context instances at Fog node k, NIC
k
is the incoming context instances to Fog node k, and Cmax is
the maximum number of context instances allowed at a Fog
node k. The sum of incoming context instances and available
context instances should be less than or equal to a maximum number of context instances allowed at node k, which
is depicted in (22). Similarly, the limit of context instances
that a supporting or nearby node should satisfy is specified
k is the migrated instance to the closest
in (22). In (22), NTC
node S from the broadcasting node k whereas is the number
of available context instances at the nearby node to the Fog
node or supporting node.
S . The final
Their summation should also be less than Cmax
k
S
and Cmax
should be greater than 0.
constraint is that Cmax
Equation (22) should be minimized subject to given conk
after solvstraints. We can get the optimal value of Cmax
ing (22). Similarly, our proposal calculates optimal value
for all other Fog nodes. The optimal values are assigned
to all Fog nodes. Thereafter, each Fog node implements
Algorithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 1 presents in a nutshell the essential functionalities of SCS approach, whereas
Algorithm 2 presents in summary the essential functionalities
of a delay tolerant load balancing approach.
Each Fog node implements both the functionalities to provide the service to user requests. For each request that arrives
at a Fog node, it checks the presence of a sufficient number
of context instances and also the required number of context
instances in it. Once these two criteria are satisfied, then it proceeds to check whether it can provide service response within
the stipulated service delay. If so, then it proceeds toward processing. If any of the above three criteria is not satisfied, then
it invokes the SCS algorithm (Algorithm 1) to manage.
The first two @Sender sections deal with collecting of
neighbors information via a request message to all neighbors for sending the required type of context instances with
minimum service delay. Next @Receiver section provides the
details about the operations that all receivers entail. They
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react to sender request after checking the presence of context instances of requested type. If available, then they send
to requester. Next @Sender sections in the algorithm describes
the delay calculation for the delay incurred for sending request
and receiving context instances along with the required buffer
size (Cmax ) for temporarily incorporating within Fog node for
processing the user requests. If available Cmax is less than what
is required, then some contexts are migrated to other node temporary storage, either for unused context instances or for extra
context instances of an application or for context instances for
a low priority application. If none of these criteria are satisfied, then the service is itself migrated to some other Fog node
for processing with the help of DelayTolerantLoadBalancing
(Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 presents in details the load balancing approach
without the violating service delay constraints. Initially it collects all neighbors’ information such as available capacity,
pending load, presence of context instances of required application and its sufficient number of instances for processing.
Based on this information, the algorithm decides to migrate
the sender service request to other Fog nodes for processing.
The first section of this algorithm deals with delay sensitive
applications and the second part deals with applications having
medium and high delay tolerance. Lower and upper sections
of this algorithm are used to predict a suitable node to migrate.
In order to improve the performance of the prediction technique, we incorporated a machine learning approach namely,
reinforcement learning (RL), which is adaptive in nature to
the environment.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we have discussed details related to the
performance evaluation of the proposed SCS and load balancing algorithms in terms of their efficacy in minimizing service
delays. The simulation for the network architecture has been
setup in NS-2 simulator. In this section, the various details and
initial values pertaining to the simulation setup are presented.
The initial values of parameters have been chosen as per those
provided in [20], [25], and [42].
A. Simulation Step
1) Network Topology: The simulation of Fog computing
network was build with a set of Fog nodes, the number of
such nodes being varied from 10 to 100 with increments of
10. An appropriate structure is used to store all the relevant
information pertaining to a Fog node, such as its neighbors, its
access range, response time, and Cmax size. The list of such
structures, named Fn, is created for maintaining information
for all Fog nodes and its adjacent nodes in the network. For
instance, if the topology considers 100 Fog nodes for simulation at any instant, Fn[1. . .100][1. . .100] is used to provide
all required information.
2) Network Traffic: The data traffic is generated at different Fog nodes using a random function within the range of
10%–50% of Cmax size.
3) Terminal Nodes: The total number of Fog nodes in
the simulation study has been kept fluid within a range of
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10 to 100 in order to build a system that is more realistic and
to measure the system performance against varying conditions.
Capacity of Fog nodes (Cmax ) is assigned in the simulations
randomly within a range of 500 to 8000, with increments of
500. The response time of these Fog nodes are kept within
a limit in between 2 and 10 ns and this is also generated
randomly.
4) Application: In order to simulate the above environment,
a total of 20 different applications were considered with different computational requirements. The number of applications
and the type of applications for each Fog node is generated
using a random number generated, a unique number being
mapped to represent a certain application. A realistic characterization of such IoT applications can be found in [42]. In
order to simplify the evaluation of our proposed algorithm for
various IoT infrastructures, we classified customers’ requests
into three classes depending upon their delay sensitiveness.
For example, Class-I considers highly delay tolerable applications like smart searching, smart agriculture, smart home,
and smart parking. Class-II considers medium delay tolerable application like smart shopping, smart retailing, smart
pay, and so on, whereas Class-III considers highly delay sensitive applications from health care, defense, and intrusion
detection areas. The delay tolerance of the above 20 applications were set to any one of the three different categories,
namely low, medium, and high and their values were assumed
to be 50 ns, 200 ns, and 500 ns, respectively. The applications were classified into three different priority levels (low,
medium, and high) depending upon its application type. High
priority applications are provided preference for processing at
Fog nodes.
Different application requests are generated from these three
classes in order to make the simulation environment more realistic. Context information of Fog nodes are dynamically varied
with time. The proposed SCS algorithm is thus employed
to appropriately prioritize the service requests and share
their contexts accordingly among Fog nodes along with efficient duty cycling. Simulated network environment is highly
dynamic and the network topology is dynamically changed
with time.
5) Migration Policy: When the number of context instances
exceed beyond the maximum capacity of a Fog node, the
context instances of low priority applications are migrated to
nearby neighbors with minimum response time. The response
time of each Fog node are set at the beginning of the simulation setup. The response time of these Fog nodes are varied
according to the current load and this current load depends
on the number of applications and type of applications being
handled by the nodes at that instant. To measure the efficacy
of the system in terms of service delay, the above simulation setup is employed with varying Cmax values ranging
from 500 to 8000 for a constant number of user requests.
The service delay is recorded for each Cmax value which is
varied uniformly with increments of 500. Service delays are
recorded at different Fog nodes under varying load scenarios. Simulations are repeated for 20 times and mean values
of obtained results are presented. To measure the effect of
Cmax on the overall system performance, we simulated our
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Service delay with varying Cmax .

model under three different ranges of Cmax . Details regarding the range of Cmax values are given in the results section.
We have also simulated a greedy approach for the above scenarios with the same ranges as defined previously. Greedy
approach always selects the choice that seems to be the best
at that moment. During migration, greedy approach selects
a neighbor for migrating a user request based on the information available with sender node. On the contrary, in the
SCS model, we employed a prediction approach which predicts the response time and delay required to complete the
required task. This is done intuitively since Fog node characteristics are dynamic in nature, varying from time to time
depending upon arrival of requests. Inputs are generated from
users and these users are deployed at different Fog nodes with
different application requirements. Using this information, in
our model, an RL prediction scheme is employed to predict
the best Fog node for a particular purpose, unlike the greedy
approach which decides upon the neighbor simply on the basis
of static information it has.

Fig. 4. Service delay over percentage of incoming context instances with
low Cmax values.

Fig. 5. Service delay over percentage of incoming context instances with
medium Cmax values.

B. Results and Discussion
To validate the proposed SCS model, we carried out a number of experiments and performance of our proposed model
is compared with the performance of the greedy approach.
During our experimental analysis, we observed service delay
of our model by varying context instances. Fig. 3 depicts the
service delay with varying Cmax size from 500 to 8000 (Cmax
size indicates the number of context instances can store in a
Fog node) with a fixed incoming user request. In our experiment, we set the Cmax value to three categories like high,
medium, and low with ranges of 5001 to 8000, 3001 to 5000,
and 500 to 3000, respectively. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the difference in efficacy among the two approaches is very less up
to a certain Cmax value (up to around 5500), and thereafter
SCS model outperforms the greedy approach in terms of
service delay. Figs. 5–7 capture the relative performance of
the proposed SCS scheme over its greedy counterpart for service delay with different Cmax values and a particular number
of incoming user requests. From Fig. 4, it can be observed
that our proposed SCS provides performance improvement
of around 5%–24% in service delay over its greedy counterpart. Fig. 5 depicts that performance improvement of the

Fig. 6. Service delay over percentage of incoming context instances with
high Cmax values.

proposed SCS model is up to 21% with medium Cmax value,
whereas Fig. 6 depicts the performance improvement of SCS
model up to 19% over its greedy counterpart with high Cmax
value.
Fig. 7 depicts the performance differences between SCS
model and greedy approach with variations in migrated
context migration extents. The efficacy of both models are
close as long as 40% of contexts are migrated. However,
beyond that, there is a marked performance degradation
observed for greedy approach resulting in up to 31% degradation in service delays. In order to achieve reduced service
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